The Fastest Way To 3k Per Month…
There is so much confusion out there with all the “shiny objects” flying
around it’s hard to know who to believe or what to do. I’m here to tell
you the TRUTH today, in that you do not need to be spending your time
skipping from opportunity to opportunity.

You need to become really good at one thing and ONE thing only. If I
was just starting out or needed to replace a job, I would not mess
around with all these “lost opportunities”. I would simply set up these
little profit magnets to generate revenue quickly. Then scale it until I
was making more money than with a job.

Making $3,000 per month with this method is not hard to do and the
best part is that you are not chained to a desk for 10 hours per day.
You would only have to spend 30-60 minutes per day and you could
have passive income being paid to you 24/7.

People tend to complicate things and it does not have to be that way. If
you want to know more about this method, you can click here for a
great little guide I made.

Sometimes we can get so busy with the day to day that we forget the
fundamentals. And of course as with anything it’s the fundamentals
that makes the difference.

Here are some things I learned along the way:
#1. Do a little homework and find a reputable teacher, author or coach
that has proven track record and is a recognized authority in any given
area. I’m referring to real world results, be it in SEO, PPC, product
creation, list building, local marketing, social marketing etc.

#2. Your teacher will be able to help you identify a proven, repeatable
system which you can model. Choose something you can see yourself
doing, something that you can make a connection with. Also, your
teacher will be able to recommend other learning material that is
beneficial, separating the gold from the crap.

#3. Once you identify a suitable mentor make every effort to learn
everything you can from them from their free information, low priced
paid guides up to the coaching and consulting options. Make this
investment in yourself, believe me in the long run you’ll save a lot of
time and money. This approach is more productive than chasing every
new miracle of the week.

#4. Don’t try and learn everything all at once, it’s overwhelming.
Absorb what material you can, take baby steps – but do get
moving. For example, I’m not an expert coder but I’m an expert at
manipulating code for the purposes of SEO. I know what I need to
know and leave the rest to experts I can hire cheaply.

#5. Know that by doing you will find your own style and discover
alternative angles of profitability that you could not have planned for
in advance. For example, I know from experience when I try and
speculate in advance how a product will sell, I’m almost always wrong,
for better or worse – only by “doing” was the truth revealed.

#6. Be realistic in your expectations and treat this as a real business.
Remember it is sometimes discouraging what you can accomplish in
3 weeks but it’s amazing what you can do in a year!

#7. STOP buying every shiny product that comes out, STOP
participating in boring webinars, STOP taking advice from unqualified
wannabes and unsubscribe from ALL the distracting email lists.

#8. Do not get caught making busy work but never really accomplishing
anything. It all comes down to spending your time on high priority
activity that will directly make you money. Only work on tasks that have
to do with building traffic, acquiring leads, product creation or JV
possibilities and outsource the rest. Know in advance what you are
going to work on. List 5 high priority tasks on a 3x5 card and accomplish
these first. If you do not get through them add to them to the next
days list.

#9. It’s what you do consistently that makes a difference, make an
effort with whatever time you have to work your plan everyday – even

if its baby steps it’s progress none the less. Make steady consistent
effort executing your plan, noticing what’s working and what’s not,
tweaking it along the way.

#10. If you want to succeed with IM you must be 100% committed.
This can’t be something you wish you could do, or hope to do – it has
to be a must. What makes you tick and what makes me tick is
different, we both have different motivation. You need to write down a
goal in detail with emotional intensity and visualize how this would
make you feel when you achieve it. This is what will motivate you to
move forward.

The key to it all - always strive for quality and make every effort to
Add value! Don’t get caught trying to scheme how you can make
a dollar or two, if this is your mindset, believe me you will end up
giving this back one way or another. Try your best to add value and
by doing so you will make more money as a result.

Please be one of the few that sees things through. Once you establish
yourself and start earning enough money online to sustain your
lifestyle the freedom you’ll experience is incredible! Even though my
online ventures have made me a lot of money over the years you
would not believe it if I told you all of the things I have tried along the
way and the countless times I wanted to or should have given up.

Help Is Here If You Want It...
You do not have to do it alone. You can skip the hours of frustration,
overwhelm, painful trial/error and get right to making money. When
you know what to do and how to do it with complete clarity you wil see
that this Internet stuff is not so hard.
New subscribers are always telling me, “I see people making money
right and left, they make it seem so easy”. If you are one of those that
has tried but never has been able to consistently make money, then
you should know that it’s usually just a few small tweaks in your
process that can have you spiralling upwards.

The reality is if you don’t have someone in your corner that can show
you what to do and how to do it then the chances of success are
minimal

Thanks for taking the time to read this, I hope it helps you on your
journey!
To your success
Rene.

